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How to Do the Laundry 
 

Laundry is something that we all need to do to keep our clothes 

clean. 

Washing helps to get rid of bacteria that may have collected on our 

clothes, bed linen, towels etc. so that it keeps us healthy. 

Some clothes don’t need to be ironed, but if things are crumpled you 

may want to iron them before you wear them so that you look nice. 

As well helping physical wellbeing through keeping us healthy, looking 

neat and tidy helps our emotional wellbeing and, in some cases, can 

also help our social wellbeing. 

 
Remember: 

◼ Read the Promoting Independence section, (if you haven’t already).         

◼ Read this section, and watch the associated film. 

◼ Enable the individual in line with enabling plan using this section and 

film. 

Link to film: https://vimeo.com/255858287 

 

Contents 

◼ Preparing the laundry 

◼ How to do the laundry 

◼ How to look after your washing machine 

◼ Drying laundry 

◼ How to tumble dry 

◼ Ironing  - safety first 

◼ Before you start the ironing 



◼ Select a pile of washing (either lights or darks) and 

 check the washing labels on the items to be washed before 

Points to consider before you begin: 

◼ Does anyone you are washing for have any allergies or             

sensitive skin? 

 If so, use a non-biological soap powder as biological soap 

powder can cause allergies. 

◼ Make sure that washing detergents and pods are all stored    

safely away from anyone that may not know they are harmful 

if eaten. 

◼ Firstly, separate colours into piles of darks or lights. 
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Preparing the Laundry 



Batch clothes together based on colour and how they should be 

washed - by temperature, in the washing machine or by hand. 
 
 

◼ Add detergent and softener in the drawers of the washing  

machine. This can be liquid detergent or soap powder which 

comes in a box. Remember - if you are using ‘pods’ these go 

into the machine with the laundry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◼ Select the temperature and the cycle 

to wash the clothes, and then follow 

the instructions on the washing             

machine to begin the cycle. 

◼ After the washing cycle has finished,  

take the clothes out. They are now   

ready for drying. 

 Remember - you can also put some 

 shoes such as trainers in the washing 

 machine but check the labels                   

 before washing! 
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How to Do the Laundry 

Washing ‘pods’ Washing powder 

Liquid detergent 



How to Look After Your 
Washing Machine 
 

Each month it is a good idea to: 

◼ Clean out the drawer where you put your washing powder 

or conditioner with hot soapy water and a cloth as this can 

become dirty and mouldy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◼ Clean all the seals of the door with hot soapy water and a 

cloth. 

◼ Empty any filter drawers in the machine and clean them out. 

◼ Run a wash at 60 degrees c to help kill bacteria without any 

clothes in it -  this is often called a ‘service wash’ check the 

manual for the washing  machine as it may suggest a              

certain programme to use. 

◼ Use a good quality washing detergent that will help to kill 

germs when you wash. 
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Outside drying 
 

◼ Is there an outside washing line or rotary dryer? 

◼ If so, if the weather is dry, why not hang the clothes out to 

dry on the washing line or rotary dryer? 

◼ Line or rotary drying clothes saves money. It’s FREE! 

◼ Line or rotary drying clothes saves electricity. 

◼ Laundry dried outside smell fresher. 

◼ Drying outside is gentler on clothing so clothes last longer. 

◼ When clothes are dry, remove from line and fold ready for 

ironing. 
 

Inside drying 
 

◼ If there is no outside washing line, or the weather is 

bad, the clothes can be hung up inside on a clothes 

dryer or tumble dried.  

 

Drying Washing 
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◼ Have you checked the care label of each item?  

◼ Can the item go in the tumble dryer? Some items cannot be 

tumble dried so they will need to be hung on the line or dried on 

a clothes dryer (see previous page). 

◼ At which temperature should it be dried? 

◼ Select the temperature and cycle to dry the clothes and press 

the start button to begin the cycle. 

◼ Take out the clothes while they are still warm and fold up 

straight away so they won’t need as much ironing. 

◼ Once the dryer is finished, the lint flap and any other areas 

where fluff has collected will need to be emptied so the air can  

circulate when it is next used. Remember to check instructions 

as tumble dryers can vary. 

◼ The water tank will also 

need to be emptied ready           

for the next use but check   

instructions as tumble dryers 

can vary. 

You are now ready for next 

time you use the dryer! 

How to Tumble Dry 
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Tumble dry Tumble dry, 

low heat 
Tumble dry, 

medium heat 

Tumble dry, 

high heat 

Tumble dry, 

no heat 

Do not                  

tumble dry 
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Ironing - safety first. 
◼ Place the ironing board near to the plug where you will plug in 

your iron . 

◼ Remember irons get VERY hot! 

◼ Keep the iron stored upright 

on the board when you are 

not using it. 

◼ Keep your hand that isn't 

holding the iron away from  

the iron when you are ironing 

your clothes. 

◼ Remember the steam can be 

very hot; be careful not to put 

your arm/hand near the steam. 

◼ When you are filling up the water in the iron make sure the iron 

is upright, and that you have turned it off at the wall. 

◼ Don’t hold the iron under a 

tap  to fill it up! 

◼ Make sure the flex of the 

iron is not in your way or 

where you  can trip over it. 

◼ When you have finished the  

ironing turn off the iron at 

the plug and leave it              

standing upright away from 

where anyone can touch it 

until is has cooled then you can put It away. 



◼ Can the item be ironed? 

◼ Can the steamer on the iron be used? 

◼ At which temperature should you iron it at? 

◼ Check clothing care labels as to how the item should be ironed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

◼ Sort clothes into piles that match their ironing temperature.  

◼ Start with the lowest temperature items first - this can help                 

prevent items being damaged. 

Before you Start 
the Ironing 
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Ironing symbol Iron at low  

temperature 

Iron at medium  

temperature 

Iron at high  

temperature 

Do not iron 



◼ Fill the iron with water and wait for the iron to heat up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◼ Select the heat for your first pile of ironing, starting with the            
lowest heat first (synthetics). 

◼ Once the red light has turned off this indicates the iron is at the 
right temperature to begin. 

◼ When they have been ironed they can be put on an airer then 
folded or hung up and put away. 
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How to Iron 
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Using the Film 

How to use the film with this section 

Link to the film :  https://vimeo.com/255861646 

The aim of the film is to show some of the elements from this section, 

it will not show everything.  

The films provide opportunities to discuss examples of best practice 

and where things may have been done differently to promote learning 

for both the individual and the Support/Care Worker 

 

To gain maximum benefit from the resource it is important that you: 

◼ Familiarise yourself with Section 1: Promoting Independence 

and this section. 

◼ Watch the film. Consider the following points: 

◼ Was the film a good example of how to promote        

independence? 

◼ Could anything have been done differently? 

◼ Which parts of the task were carried out in line with 

good practice as identified in this section? 

◼ Which parts of the tasks could have been done                 

differently? 

◼ When watching the film with an individual, pause it at relevant 

points and discuss in greater detail, use the resource whilst 

enabling the individual to do the task themselves, if it supports 

the way they learn.  

◼ Repeat as often as is necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 


